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Re: Late start on Monday for those who wish for it.  
 

9.7.21 
Dear Parents and Carers,  
 
A message to you ahead of what will be a fantastic weekend. I know some of you are not avid fans of football but 
many like myself are very excited to cheer the Teams on on Sunday night. Notice I say Teams as I know we have 
many Italian fans in our community! Whoever you support we are cheering with you! 
 
If your child is a footie fan or you simply want them to watch this historic occasion ( first time in 55 years for 
reaching a major football final) let them watch. Let them stay up with you if you wish. Talk about pride, resilience 
and courage. Talk about winning and losing. Talk about good sporting attitude and the need to follow the rules. 
Talk about support and joy. This is a learning opportunity. After the year we have had we want our children to 
soak up every opportunity possible. Live life in all its fullness.  
 
School gates will still open at 8:40 on Monday but anyone wishing to arrive up until 10:30 won’t be marked late. 
We’d rather they were in a little late than absent all day or as many wisely point out stressed and grumpy.  
 
We know many families won’t be able to take us up on this as working, so please be rest assured we will look after 
your children with a pleasant start to the day regardless and we will move the lessons around to accommodate this. 
We will leave it to you to tell your children so as not to create undue pressure either way.  
 
Huge thanks to Rossmere Primary school for their initial letter who inspired us 
 
Stay well  
 
Yours sincerely  
 

 
 
Elizabeth Savage 
Headteacher  
 
 
#JPCEROCKSRAINBOWS 
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